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Chennai box office report

For Rogers subscribers who hate waiting in long queues to score concert tickets, the carrier has just launched Wireless Box Office, a service that not only allows you to buy these conduits from your phone, but is also green because tickets are not printed. And if that's not enough of an incentive for you, using the concert service allows you
to enter the facility through a special door that saves you from waiting in another line. To access the service from your Rogers device, click Ringtones and more from the WAP browser, and then select Wireless Locker. If you are using a desktop computer, you can go directly to wirelesstix.com. While the service will save you from waiting
on most lines, there may still be a queue you'll need to put in the arena, especially for the woman.source: Wireless locker via BGR SUBs sign up for our NEWSLETTER! Showing 1 - 5 of 47 resultscrysti from Orange Lutheran High School Company Size: 51-200 employees Industry: Performing Arts Time Used: Over 2 years Review
Source: Capterra Professionalism! ProsSoftware is great, but Seat Advisor, in my opinion, best feature is there Customer Service! Not only is it fast, but extremely courteous, no matter who we get. We have also had personal visits to check in and publicize new opportunities and programs. We recently added new/updated scanners,
combined with launching them on a rental customer. Seat's adviser partnered with us throughout the trip. We had over 3000 people come through this weekend and we looked efficient and professional. I can't thank Seat's adviser enough for all the assistance and for working with me to solve all the problems. My favorite feature is mobile
phone scanning capabilities. Impressive! Lisa de Centrum Foundation Review Source: Capterra For over 10 years we have paid our site 1,200 seats manually: three-level reserved seats with multiple package options, ACCESS services, supports and various comps. While it was a lot of tedy hands at work, it was exactly appropriate for
the level of electronic skill our box office manager possessed. The annual audits were carried out counting the rips. Entering the 21st century meant finding a software system that could accommodate both an in-experienced operator and a complex ticketing structure. In hindsight, it would have been better to ask one of our most computer-
literate workers to manage the initial setup. Instead, we've assigned the entire organization and event set up to our stain manager. What followed was a series of marathon phone inquiries between Sabo technical support and our office that continued for several days. Not an exaggeration to say that the lord of the extreme SABO was
heroically patient and great in his work. Since then, ticket sales have moved to my department, and eight years later I can see where better information and skills on our side would have led to more efficient setup. That said, the software software Evolved both in capacity and flexibility enough that our first mistakes have been overcome by
computer smart box office management on our side working with a consistently sensitive, friendly and knowledgeable technical support staff on the SABO side. update*** We have created a second organization to manage a new series of trial concerts that is sold regardless of our established programming. We have created an exclusive
series of van tickets displayed in a window other than concert tickets to avoid confusion. SABO created an icon to help customers distinguish between adding tickets and adding van rides. Our development department is scheduled to test the new fundraising module. We are using a questionnaire for the first time to support a recently
received grant. SABO continues to provide everything we need, including excellent support for us and customer service to our customers. Kristen from Dakota Jazz Club Review Source: Capterra In General? SABO is great. There are some drawbacks, but a lot of really fantastic advantages. SABO has definitely made my box office life
MUCH easier. ProsPatron records and ticketing stories are terrible. I love that we can take notes on each order------ we use this feature 80% of the time----SO useful. The maps are great. ConsPrice structures are very difficult. I also like price terminology as discounts---- for whatever reason, this seems to confuse people. Major cone – the
text that is wired on the internet sales screens. I'm sure many users prefer to refer to the merchandise as something other than tickets. 'Items' would work very well...... Also – The description text for events should have more flexibility as far as editing is concerned. As it stands now, any text that one publishes as a description becomes a
long-term paragraph. Sounds a bit tactical. Kyle from Dallas Bach Society Review Source: Capterra The Dallas Bach Society has gone through a number of different ticketing solutions, and to be honest, almost all of them left a lot to be desired! In 2012 we started the search for a new ticketing solution and arrived at SABO. We were then
impressed with flexibility, information features, pattern management and integrated marketing. When the problems occurred with Java we were very concerned because our online ticket sales fell by about 25%, which meant our phones were ringing off the hook because people couldn't buy online. As you all know it was a very difficult
time. With new improvements and re-designs now our online sales is around 90%! The thoughts with which we are most impressed are the pattern management to automatically assign attributes based on certain criteria. This is vital as we are a member organization and we need to keep track of customers who make donations of $50 or
more. SAGO does it perfectly! The second thing we're thrilled with is the online sales stream. Our patrons are very happy with the look, feel and ease of use of online shopping. This has saved the organization a lot of money! We constantly use reporting features to track sales trends and sales volume. We are also impressed with the new
MPP feature and plan to use it for special price events! Next to the things we would like to see improved, are the integration of Marketing. We move away from VerticalResponse because ease of use in reference to the setup brand was almost impossible to achieve. We now use MailChimp, but SABO doesn't integrate with the product and
we'd love to have the option to choose different E-Blast providers. Our other element that we would really like to see improved is the ability to scan in entries without the use of the old-fashioned scanner attached for the old iPhones and IPads. With the new iPhone 5 - 6 and high resolution cameras most companies have ended up with
attachments. We'd love to see this happen with the SABO app. Jeremy from West Beach Festival Review Source: Capterra If the price doesn't convince you that SABO is in it for the long-haul relationship and partnership - then the customer support provided should hit the message at home - SABO has a genuine concern for its customers
and ensures its success with personal attention and response to the needs of its users. ProsWe have been using Sabo for the past year and a half. After searching for a months-long ticketing solution, SABO excelled among the rest because of its sales/support and pricing information team. Framework in particular (our contact with
customer relationships) has gone beyond our expectations from day one. Whether it's supporting a new business with growing needs and constant changes, providing specific options and supportive specialization, or creating solutions for problems we thought were too big to overcome - Marc constantly surprises us with his ingenuity and
ability to meet our needs. More recently, SABO added Features of the Social Network that once again maintained this current system with growing demands and trend changes from the ticketing industry. ConsI must say that SABO has a number of reporting features that really help us understand who our customer base is, where they are
buying, how they found out about our event, and whether they want to be on our marketing contact list. However, as a customer who is always looking for more data, I could use a couple more reporting options that allow me to understand our customer base with a little more ease of use and simplified information. 01 of 22 Exotica.im/Getty
images of Chennai's historic Mylapore district is often referred to as the soul of the city. One of the oldest residential areas of the city, mainly inhabited by Brahmins, is full of There you will find the most impressive temple in Chennai, the 17th-century Kapaleeshwarar temple dedicated to Lord Shiva. Other attractions include the Neo-Gothic
San Thome Cathedral, originally built by the Portuguese, and the serene Ramakrishna Mutt Temple. Storytrails carries out a route on foot through Mylapore. The annual Mylapore Festival is held in early January, just before Pongal. 02 of 22 Dinodia Photo/Getty Images A legacy of the British East India Company, which finished
construction in 1653, Fort Saint George was the core of what became the city of Madras. The monument is one of Britain's first lasting footprints in India. It is now the headquarters of the Legislative Assembly and Tamil Nadu Secretariat. It also contains the large Church of St Mary ' - one of the oldest surviving churches built by the British -
and the Fort Museum. The museum has exhibitions on the fort and the origin of Chennai. There are also examples of military memorabilia, relics, paintings and artifacts from colonial times. It is open every day except Fridays, from 10 .m until 17.m. The ticket price is 5 rupees for Indians and 100 rupees for foreigners. Children under 15
years old can access free of charge. 03 of 22 Tom Cockrem / Getty Images Address High Ct Rd, Parry's Corner, George Town, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600108, India Phone +91 44 2530 1000 Located just outside Fort Saint George in George Town, Madras Mass High Court is one of the largest judicial buildings in the world. Built in 1892, it
has distinctive red Indosin architecture, with magnificent painted ceilings and stained glass doors. It is possible to stroll down the track and even sit in a session. 04 of 22 John Elk III / Getty Images Awesome Chennai Government Museum is the best in town. Its spacious galleries are distributed in three buildings, highlighting the Bronze
Gallery. It has an outstanding collection of bronze statues from the 7th century onwards. Most belong to the important Chola period from the 9th to the 11th centuries. There are also extensive archaeological and anthropological galleries. The museum is located in the Pantheon complex, built in the large construction site, on Pantheon
Road. It is open daily from 9.30 .m 17:00 .m. The complex includes the National Gallery of Art, the Gallery of Contemporary Art and the Children's Museum. All can be accessed on the same entrance ticket. The cost is 15 rupees for Indians and 250 rupees for foreigners. There is an additional camera fee of 500 rupees. Continue to 5 from
22 below. 05 of 22 Exotica.im/Getty Images George Town's congested lanes are occupied by some absorbent street stalls and markets. This area, which was formerly known as the Black City during the colonial period, was populated by locals who came to serve and trade with the British at Fort Saint George. It was the first settlement in
the town of Madras, which began its expansion from there in the 1640s. It's noisy, chaotic, and a photographer's delight! Discover the area of this Georgetown Bazaar promenade offered by Chennai Magic or Bazaar Trail Walk offering Storytrails. 06 of Chennai's 22 iconic lighthouses are located next to Marina Beach, overlooking the of
Bengal. It was built in 1976 and is the fourth lighthouse tower in the city. The first lighthouse was established at Fort Saint George in 1796. 1796. it was overtly over two rear lighthouses located within the Madras Supreme Court complex. Remarkably, the lighthouse is the only one in an Indian city, and one of the few in the world by
elevator. It is powered by a solar panel and houses the local weather department. Take the elevator to the viewpoint on the ninth floor to enjoy panoramic views of the beach and the city. The lighthouse is located on Beach Road and is open from 10am to 1.m pm.m and 3pm.m to 6pm every day.m, except Mondays. 07 of 22 Kevin
Clogstoun / Getty Images Address Marina Beach, Tamil Nadu, India For a real Indian beach experience, head to Marina Beach at sunset and enjoy the carnival atmosphere, with attraction rides and snack venues. The beach, which is India's longest urban beach, starts from near Fort Saint George and runs south for 13 kilometres. It is
dotted with numerous statues and monuments, and is a popular meeting place for locals. Tens of thousands of people visit it every day. That number really swells on weekends. Please note that bathing and swimming are not allowed as there are strong currents. 08 of 22 Mahesh Balasubramanian/Getty Images Triplicane borders Marina
Beach and is one of chennai's oldest neighborhoods. It is an ideal place to discover more the multicultural heritage of the city. The neighborhood is centered around the 8th-century Hindu temple, but has been influenced by the British and the Nawab of Arcot, who settled there. Today, it is home to a menagerie of monastic orders, brahmin
agraharams, Hindu and Jain temples, mosques, traditional music halls and small local cafes. Chennai Magic's heritage walk through Triplicane provides an insight into the religious beliefs, food taboos and cultural preferences of its various communities. Continue to 9 from 22 under. 09 of 22 Kevin Clogstoun/Getty Images Address
Kamaraj Salai, Marina Beach Road, Neelam Basha Dargapuram, Triplicane, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600005, India Phone +91 44 2844 6188 Dedicated to the revered spiritual master Swami Vivekananda, Vivekananda House is maintained by Sri Ramakrishna Math and hosts a permanent exhibition about his Indian life and culture. There is
a meditation room on the second floor where the Swami stayed after his return from the west in February 1897. The distinctive Victorian-style building is more than 150 years old and was originally built to store ice. It was subsequently acquired by Biligiri Iyengar, a defender of the Madras High Court, who called it Castle Kernan.
Vivekananda House is located opposite Marina Beach in Triplicane. It is open from 10.00 a.m..m to 12.30 p.m..m and from 3 p..m m. to 7 p.m..m p.m., every day except Mondays. Tickets cost 20 rupees for adults and 10 rupees for children. 10 out of 22 Address Maharajapuram Santhanam Salai, T. Nagar, Chennai, Tamil Nadu India
Phone +91 44 2814 0806 Join hordes of bargain hunters looking for discounts on everything from saris to gold in Chennai's main shopping district, Thyagaraya Thyagaraya (T. Nagar). It's one of the busiest places in India! On weekends during the festival season (November to the end of January) crowds can swell to a staggering two
million people! Ranganathan Street is where most of the action takes place. Venues in the neighborhood (such as Krishna Gana Sabha, Vani Mahal and Bharath Kalachar) also host many famous classical musicians during the monthly Madras music season, from mid-December to mid-January each year. 11 of 22 Paddy
Photography/Getty Images Early risers will find the fish frenzy in kasimedu fishing port to be a fascinating sight. The port comes alive as early as 2 .m., when the first capture is brought. However, activity continues throughout the day, with more than 1,500 fishing boats operating there. In addition to supplying local markets, the fish is
exported to neighboring states such as Kerala and Karnataka. The fishing port complex also incorporates an auction room for fish and a shipbuilding yard. It is located in Royapuram, one of the oldest areas of Chennai, north of the city centre. 12 of 22 Koyambedu Wholesale Market Complex is another fascinating local attraction for early
risers. The mass-market resort opened in 1996 and is spread over 295 acres west of downtown near Anna Nagar. It houses around 1,000 wholesale stores and 2,000 retail stores. Although the market runs around the market, the best time to visit the wholesale vegetables section is 3 a.m. to 5 a.m., when most product sales take place.
The wholesale flower section is more vibrant after noon, when the fresh supply of flowers has arrived. Continue to 13 from 22 below. 13 of 22 Foodies should not miss exploring the Adyar cultural district of southern Chennai, the name of the Adyar River that flows through it. Although it is one of the costly areas of the city, it also has some
iconic restaurants that have stood the test of time. One of them is Adyar Ananda Bhavan, who settled more than three decades ago and serves authentic Southern Indian vegetarian cuisine and sweets. Chennai Magic conducts this food walk through Adyar, stopping at local provision and specialty stores to learn about the ingredients and
spices that go into South Indian food. You'll have to try some delicious delights too! Storytrails is also near George Town in central Chennai. 14 of 22 Image: The Hindu newspaper. Ponnusamy Hotel on Jaganathan Road in Nungambakkam is famous for its humongous Bahubali Thali (dish) with 50 items! It's too big for a person to eat
alone, so be sure to bring your friends or family along. Thali costs 1,499 rupees, and has a mix of meat and vegetarian dishes. The restaurant is open daily from 12:00 to 16.m:00 and .m 23:00 .m. Is good idea to arrive early or make a reservation. 15 of 22 John Elk III/Getty Images. Address Cholamandal Artists Village, Village, Chennai,
Tamil Nadu 600115, India Cholamandal Artists' Village was established in 1966 in Injambakkam Village, on the southern outskirts of Chennai. What is truly remarkable is that the artists are self-supporting and have not received any financial assistance - they bought their own land and built everything themselves, including their homes,
studios, gallery, theater and workshops. The village is known to have pioneered the Madras d'Art Movement, which brought modern art to southern India. You will see an extraordinary collection of paintings and sculptures there, along with the artists at work. The ticket price is 30 rupees per adult and 20 rupees per child, open from 9.30am
to .m. until 6.30pm.m.16pm from 22 Frédéric Soltan/Corbis/Getty Images Addresses Mettuppalayam Rd, Thudiyalur, VKL Nagar, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu 641029, India Phone +91 98420 14569 Kalakshetra Foundation extends more than 100 hectares of green land on Kalakshetra Road in Thiruvanmiyur, near the sea south of Chennai.
This beloved cultural academy is dedicated to the preservation and teaching of Indian art forms, and is a wonderful place to visit if you want to experience the arts of southern India. It focuses on classical dance Bharatanatyam, carnatic classical music, visual arts, traditional craftsmanship and textile design, history and philosophy. There is
a craft centre and a museum on the premises. Kalakshetra is open for visitors from 8.30 .m to 16.m, Monday to Friday. Self-guided tours (using a free map) cost 100 rupees for Indians and 200 rupees for foreigners. Guided tours are also offered, made by an eminent person well versed in the field of Art and Culture, for groups of 1 to 10
people at a cost of 4,000 rupees. Free evening performances are often held in the auditorium. Continue to 17 from 22 below. 17 of 22 Manjunath Kiran /AFP/Getty Images If you like carnatic dance and music, the Madras Academy of Music is one of the first established music academies in southern India and is at the heart of the scene in
Chennai. A year-round programme of events, recitals and concerts is held in its large auditorium on TT Krishnamachari Road in Gopalapuram, near Mylapore. Don't miss Chennai's annual music season from mid-December to mid-January, with a multitude of productions (free and tickets) happening in various locations around the city. 18
of 22 Arindam Ghosh/ Getty Images Impress invited to their upcoming dinner party, learning to make delicious South Indian food at a local house where magic happens. The lady of the house will take you through an interactive cooking session, explaining the use of spices and cooking techniques. Afterwards, you will be able to enjoy the
food while talking to family about life in Chennai. The cooking classes offered by Chennai Magic and Storytrails are the two great options. 19 of 22 Higginbothams been in business on Mount Road (Anna Salai) since 1844, when it was started by a British librarian. It quickly becomes the of the Madras Presidency and became the largest
bookstore chain in India. All kinds of books and publications were sold there. The store continues to have the latest releases and rare editions. It has a large section dedicated to Indian and Tamil writes of all genres, an excellent section of English language (including travel books), and a children's section with captivating books for all
ages. The bookstore is open daily from 9.30am to .m to 8pm.m. Higginbothams also has a Writer's Cafe and a bookstore on Peters Road in Gopalapuram, where you can sit and read. More recently, a branch of the cafe opened on Adyar's 3rd main road. Cafes use acid burns survivors and people from the Spastic Society of Tamil Nadu.
Benefits are used to help victims of domestic violence. 20 of 22 Geraint Rowland Photography/Getty Images The secluded Chennai Bridge to no place leaves the mouth of the Adyar River at the back of the forest of the Adyar Theostorian Society. It is across from the Leela Palace Hotel and not far from fashionable Besant Nagar and the
Kalakshetra Foundation. This offbeat attraction is commonly known as the Broken Bridge, as it collapsed in 1977 and has continued to deteriorate. Before that, fishermen used it to cross the river. The bridge has appeared in a number of Kollywood Tamil films (so called because the Tamil film industry is based in Kodambakkam in
Chennai) including Vaali and Aayudha Ezhuthu. The sunrise over the bridge is particularly striking. However, he is said to be persecuted and unsafe there at night. Continue to 21 from 22 under. 21 of 22 Marco Simoni/Robert Harding/Getty Images Address Chinnaiyan Colony, Park Town, Chennai, Tamil Nadu 600007, India Did you know
that the Chennai coast is a breeding ground for the endangered olive ridley turtle? During the nesting season, from December to April each year, a large number of turtles come ashore to lay their eggs. The young are left to make their own way into the sea and many of them die. In order to increase their chances of survival, volunteers
from the Marine Turtle Conservation Network (SSTCN) take walks to collect their eggs and take them to a hatching. The walks take place on Friday and Saturday nights, from 11.m p.m., from Neelangarai Beach to Besant Nagar Beach. Members of the public interested in conservation can participate. It is also possible to see offspring
being released at night during March and April. 22 of 22 Walter Bibikow/Getty Images What began, in 2004, as a one-day commemoration of the founding of the city of Madras has evolved into a week of fun parties. Activities include food walks, heritage walks, nature walks, photo walks and readings, film screenings and public talks.
Madras Day is August 22 each year, and Madras Week takes place around that date. Date. Date.
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